
RECEPTION SPRING 2 
         
 
 
Reception were enjoying another very busy half term. We had experienced lots of different creative 
activities. Just before school closed we really enjoyed make tissue paper flowers for mam and 
splattering paint over our cut out hands to make Mother’s Day cards. This fun activity fired lots of 
different neurons in our brain and helped with fine motor control. Also Gravity painting was very 
popular; the children could explain how the force of Gravity pulled the runny paint down their pictures.   
 
In maths the children were working with addition and subtraction and also pattern work and estimation. 
We’ve learnt “most” and “least” and “one more” and “one less”. The Pet Shop role-play was very 
popular and began to help the children link their maths work to real life experiences. So far we have 
used a simple penny shop – paying the right amount of coins for each pet.  
 
In Literacy the children have been writing stories with characters including princesses, witches, Peppa 
Pig and princes! 
We have been choosing characters form the story box and writing stories using the vocabulary 
“First”….”Next”….and “After that”……. This helps us begin to write real stories with a beginning a middle 
and an end. 
We have also been playing “ Change it!” where the children change words like “ship” to “shop” by 
changing the middle vowel. This helps develop our listening skills and sound discrimination- very helpful 
when sounding out words to help us read and spell. 
The class had been enjoying stories from Whitburn Village Library and “ Winnie the Witch “ stories are a 
true class favourite. 
 
This half term’s new “sounds”  
New sounds-   ch ,nk, ng, ee , ay, oo ( long sound as in moon and spoon) and oo (shorter sound as in 
look and book) 
It would really help your child if you could practise these sounds at home.   
 
 
 
 
Looking forward : (This plan is in place if we are fortunate enough to be able to return to school in the 
summer term.) The children will be continuing to use the shop as a means of applying our addition and 
subtraction skills. Building upon our halving work with play dough and shapes, we will be doubling and 
halving a number and will be doing simple “sharing out” calculations. We will also be learning about 
People who help us, as well as Animals and Birds. Hopefully we will be visiting Washington Wildfowl 
Park to build dens and have a campfire.  
 
 

 

 

                                                                

                                          


